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THE CAMERA CREW which is filming the Burt Lancaster film, "The Midnight Man," Tuesday began shooting footage on campus. Here the crew is at work
onHighway 93 between the Tiger Paw Restaurant and the old post office. TheHhn

will feature Cameron Mitchell and Susan Clark along with Lancaster. (Photo by
Hite)

Election reforms set nomination primary
By BOB THOMPSON
Last-minute election reforms, on the eve
of nominations for next year's student
government officers, have resulted in the
calling of a primary election if it becomes
necessary to limit the number of candidates to be on the ballot.
Elections Board Chairman Hal
Langford, after consultation with current
Student Body President Sam Crews,
Wednesday night ruled that if there are
more than four persons who wish to be
nominated for the student government
offices, the number will be reduced to four
in a primary election scheduled for
Tuesday, February 27.
The procedure in the past has been for
the candidates to be reduced to the
maximum number on the night of the
nomination process, by a secret vote of all
students present. However, this method
has been highly criticized because it has
given candidates with well-organized
followings a discriminatory advantage on
nomination night.
Student Senator Jim McMillan, author of
a constitutional amendment to reform the
nomination procedure, has contended that
the old procedure favored fraternity
members vying for nomination. Fraternities often go en masse to the
nominations, he said, and thus if there is a
vote to reduce the number of candidates
they have an easier chance of getting a
fraternity member on the ballot.
Monday night the Student Senate passed
McMillan's proposed amendment, which
said that a "primary election" polling the
entire student body must be required to
eliminate any candidates from the ballot.
Thus the Senate implicitly agreed that
candidates should not be eliminated solely
because they do not have many supporters
present at the nomination procedure.
This year's nomination procedure took
place Thursday night, but its outcome was
not available as this issue went to press.
The general election will take place
Tuesday. March 6, for the offices of
student body president, vice president,
High Court, Appeals Court, and the Court
of Lesser Appeals. The Student Constitution stipulates that the general
election must take place on or before the
third Tuesday in March, and run-off
elections, if necessary, must be concluded
before the end of the month.
Langford's action was necessary
because the date of the election must be set
before the nomination procedures begin.
Though the Student Senate passed the
reform amendment Monday, it still must

be signed by Crews and Vice President for
Student Affairs Walter T. Cox, and then
approved by two-thirds of the student body
in a referendum. This obviously could hot
have been done before the Thursday
nominations meeting.
The procedural changes have set back
the election process about a week. The
general election was originally scheduled
to be held on March 1. Langford said that
he anticipates that a run-off election will
become necessary, because with four
nominees on the ballot for each position,
the chance that no one receives a majority
in at least one battle is great.

The date of the expected primary
election was the subject of much heated
though private debate since Monday.
Langford at first favored having the
primary on Tuesday, February 20, in order
to get the election process finished as soon
as possible. He said he felt that a
prolonging of the multi-stage voting would
decrease the voter turnout at the general
election.
However, it was pointed out that having
the primary so close upon the heels of the
nomination would have the same effect as
the old nomination night voting for
elimination of some candidates — the

ELECTION REFORM was the topic of discussion at
Monday night's Student Senate meeting. A constitutional
amendment to set up a primary election for student government officers was introduced by Sen Jim McMillan (center).

fraternities may have been favored. Such
short notice of the primary would leave
candidates only four days — including a
weekend — in which to do their campaigning. McMillan also pointed out that
The Tiger, which is one of the main
sources for providing the voters with information about the candidates, would not
be published between the nomination
meeting and the primary election. Such a
situation, it was agreed, would favor a
candidate who had a ready-made
organization to get his campaign under
way speedily.

who discusses its fine points with Senate President Bill
Findley (left) and Sen. Bill Bailey. The amendment was
passed. (Photo by Parker)
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Goryachev presents view of Soviet life

GORYACHEV

PEPSI

By NANCY QUALLS
The auditorium in Daniel Hall
held a remarkable number of
people for a Friday afternoon
lecture at Clemson. But then, for
many members of the audience
who have no trouble recalling
when Russia was considered an
international villain by most
Americans, Yuri Goryachev was
a man worth listening to.
Although
his
topic
was
"Education in the USSR,"
Goryachev discussed many other
points of interest.
While the cultural and public
information attache of the Soviet
Embassy in Washington would be
expected to speak favorably of
the Soviet Union, Goryachev
presented a far different image
from the adamant, aggressive
stereotype Americans learned to
associate with Russia in the early
years of the cold war. While he
presented the Soviet Union in a
favorable light, he did not
hesitate to admit to some errors
during the years since the
Bolshevik Revolution.
"We are the first socialist
state; we are proud of that . . .
We have a noble job, but at the
same time we have a difficult job
to construct a new society. In
constructing this new society, we
sometimes make mistakes in the
field of economy, of education, of
culture, of agriculture, but we
are practicing. Sometimes we
improve by these mistakes. We
already have good results, and it
shows that the course we are
following is the right course."
Education, Goryachev explained, is of great importance in
building a socialist state. In
Tsarist Russia, where "education
was a privilege of the wealthy
classes," more than 75 per cent of
the people were illiterate. Many
of the minority nationalities had
no alphabet to correspond with
the spoken language.
Goryachev stressed that one of
the first decrees of Lenin was
aimed at establishing free
schools in the Soviet Union.
Today all education, except pre-
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SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

By MIKE DAVIS
"The artificial turf planned for
Death Valley will not be installed
for at least another year," said
Bill McLellan, athletic director.
"Last month the Board of
Trustees voted to delay the
project on the basis of rising
costs," explained McLellan.
McLellan revealed that football
head Coach Red Parker has also
expressed his belief that the
University can ill afford to spend
nearly one million dollars on the
controversial turf.
The greatest portion of the cost
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will not be in the cost of the turf
itself, which is presently
estimated at approximately
$300,000. McLellan explained that
the University storm and
sanitation drains are lying
beneath the stadium floor. Since
the installation of artificial turf
would require a layer of asphalt
underneath, the present pipes
would have to be replaced with
larger, more permanent ones.
The drainage system empties
into the old Seneca River bed
adjacent to the new football
practice field. The estimated cost
of replacing all of these pipes and
installing new field drains (to
handle water run-off) is currently
nearly $700,000.
Coach Parker says that there
are "simply too many other
priorities at this time for both the
athletic and over-all University
programs." Parker feels that
"artificial turf is just not a wise
investment at this time."
Neither Parker nor McLellan
ruled out the installation of the
new turf at some future date.
McLellan noted that research is
continuing over the controversial
product and he reasoned that
"you never know what they'll
come up with."
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than of a non-member."
According to Goryachev,
Russians view the period when
Stalin headed the party with
objectivity. Stalin, he explained,
was a "good revolutionary," who
came to power during "a very
difficult period" in the history of
the USSR. Although Stalin made
"some very bad mistakes,"
Goryachev explained, "we must
be very objective about this
period of our history."
Individuals, he continued, can
only speed up or retard the
development of a society.
Because the people themselves
determine the role which the
society will play, Goryachev
stressed, "it is a mistake to
divide personalities from the
party."
Noting that "there was a period
of time . . . when we were considered devils," Goryachev
called the improvement of SovietAmerican
relations
a
"recognition of reality as it exists
in the world today."
"We are a powerful country,"
he said, "but we reject the
slogans and policies of superpowers . . . Our position has to be
based on principles of peaceful
coexistence. It is understandable
that if a new war takes place,
there will be no winners."
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school training, is provided free
of charge by the government. In
addition, 80 per cent of the
university students receive
stipends amounting to 25 per cent
of the average worker's pay. "We
consider students as workers,"
Goryachev stated.
Explaining that those students
who receive poor marks are not
given stipends, he added that
those students who earn excellent
marks receive an extra 25 per
cent stipend. The decision as to
who deserves a stipend does not
rest with the administration, he
said, but with the student body.
Students are also consulted
about curriculum requirements
in Soviet universities. Goryachev
explained that currucula are not
adopted until the Ministry of
Education has consulted with
representatives of the university
student bodies and the Soviet
Youth organizations.
When asked by a member of
the audience about the policy in
the Soviet Union of limiting the
membership in the Bolshevik
party, Goryachev said that
membership must be limited to
those people who support the
party "by word and by deed."
Party membership, he explained,
is "not a privilege but an added
obligation," because "more is
demanded of a party member
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Rampant ripoffs
Atlantic Ocean
Contaminated
The New York Times
WASHINGTON, Feb. 12 — Federal
scientists reported today the discovery of
vast areas of the Atlantic Ocean stretching
from Cape Cod to the Caribbean that were
befouled by floating oil, tar and plastics.
Scientists aboard three ships of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which surveyed part of the
area last summer, calculated that at least
665,000 square miles of water were covered
by the chemicals, sometimes in heavy
concentrations of fist-size debris.
"We were very much surprised at the
extent of the contamination," said Kenneth Sherman of Narragansett, R. I., who
coordinated the survey.
The National Marine Fisheries Service
official said that the sources of the debris
had not been positively identified but that
they appeared to have stemmed, at least in
part, from chemical factories and oil
tankers.
At some surface areas, the petroleum
pollution was so heavy that the ships'
crews reported that the oil clumps had
been extruded "like spaghetti" through
the mesh of the collection nets being towed
by the vessels.
An announcement by the oceanic agency
estimated that "contamination covered 50
per cent (80,000) square miles) of the
survey area along the East Coast continental shelf; 80 per cent (280,000square
miles) of the survey area in the Caribbean
to the Gulf of Mexico; and 90 per cent
(305,000 square miles) of the survey area
north of the Antillean chain."
Although the presence of floating oil had
previously been reported from other
areas, Mr. Sherman said that a newly
discovered site had been found near the
Gulf Stream about 175 miles east of St.
Augustine, Fla.
The largest area of pollution was found
off the eastern coast of the Bahamas
chain, running north and south about 300
miles and about 50 miles wide. This
location is the Antilles current, which itself
is part of the Sargasso Sea, a vast section
of the central North Atlantic.
The oil and tar slicks in this area are
believed by Dr. James N. Butler, a
professor of chemistry at Harvard
University, to have come from crude oil
sludge rather than from refined petroleum
products. Dr. Butler said in a telephone
interview that he had conducted 200
analyses of petroleum samples collected
by last summer's survey.
"Sightings of tar at sea were almost
negligible off the Atlantic coasts until
1968," he said, noting that the Suez Canal
had closed in 1967 and that tanker traffic
had been diverted around Africa.
If tankers outward bound from Europe
to the Persian Gulf purged their tanks off
Africa the sludge pumped overboard
would be carried to the Bahamas area by
the Sargasso currents, he explained.
Mr. Sherman said that wide variations
had been found in the concentration of the
contamination, even at different times of
the year. He said that one possible reason
was the presence of eddies in the Sargasso
Sea in which large amounts of debris could
accumulate.
More puzzling, he continued in a
telephone interview, was the accumulation
of plastics of at least a dozen different
types. He said that some pieces appeared
to have been punched out of sheets, others
were themselves sheets, while the other
plastics collected included beads, bubbles
with holes in them, disks and what appeared to be wrapping paper commonly
used in the kitchen.
Much of the plastic material was found
off the United States coast, Mr. Sherman
said, with the heaviest concentrations
southeast of New England.
Mr. Sherman said the origin of the
plastics was unclear, although the
materials might have been in the pellet
form commonly used in shipping from a
manufacturer of raw plastics to a
fabricator of the material into usable
items.
He noted that scientists at the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution in
Massachusetts had reached that conclusion in a survey of plastics in ocean
waters that had been made last year.
The earlier report found that small fish

that eat the plastic spherules, commonly
polystyrene, may die from blocked intestines.
Mr. Sherman noted that Soviet scientists had also found that petroleum wastes
were deleterious to young fish, but the
exact effects on marine life of the Atlantic
oil and plastic slicks was unclear. He said
it was possible that crude oil, but not
refined petroleum products, might act as a
nutrient to marine plant life.
He added that studies were under way at
laboratories in Narragansett to observe
the effects of the pollutants on fish eggs
and small fish, particularly cod, flounder
and haddock. Analyses made during last
summer's survey showed over half the
plankton samples to have been contaminated by oil.

Honk For Jesus
ST. LOUIS, Feb. 12 — If the current
boom in Bible bumper stickers, bangles
and buttons is any indication, the
predominant religious fashion of the
nineteen-seventies will be wearing one's
piety on one's sleeve.
Once limited to small plastic statues of
Jesus and Mary in "the Catholic ghettos,"
devotional slogans and accoutrements for
autos, homes and wardrobes are now
being marketed in the millions to members of all denominations in the West and
East, as well as the South.
Whether nonusers are annoyed, amused
or uplifted, they can expect to see even
more Bible bumper stickers and other
displays of pop evangelism in the months
ahead.
Figures from some producers indicate
that two million devotional bumper
stickers will be printed this year. Another
two million or so Jesus T-shirts, Jesus
buttons, Jesus posters, Jesus shoulder
patches, Jesus decals, Jesus watches,
Jesus bracelets, Jesus pins, Jesus cups
and the like will be turned out by a halfdozen major makers.
At least another two million such
religious items will be produced for use in
Key 73, an interdenominational
evangelism drive currently under way in
this country and Canada.
Although most observers believe the socalled Jesus Movement has peaked, at
least two of the major producers of
bumper stickers and other items predict
steady growth of their business through
the next few years.
Youths today are not embarrassed to
discuss and display their religious beliefs,
says Robert Hubinger, vice president of
the Cross Publishing Company of
Kenilworth, N. J., a major producer in the
field. That youth attitude is being carried
over into the American mainstream, he
said, and will mean a continued market for
religious accoutrements.
The bumper stickers, with about 200
different messages, reflect a fundamentalist perspective, the predominant
mood of the American religious scene. The
three top sellers, introduced in the late
nineteen-sixties, are variations of "HONK
IF YOU KNOW JESUS," "OUR GOD IS
NOT DEAD — SORRY ABOUT YOURS"
and "SMILE, GOD LOVES YOU."
Some messages copy commercial advertising slogans or popular ethnic
phrases: "THINGS GO BETTER WITH
CHRIST," "AMERICA - HANDLE IT
WITH PRAYER" and "SOUL FOOD"
(with picture of Bible).
"FIND HELP FAST IN THE BIBLE
PAGES" is a new entry this month by
Cross Publishing.
"ONE WAY — CHRIST'S WAY" (hand
with index finger held up) is increasingly
popular, owing mainly to the use of the
gesture by the Rev. Billy Graham, who
borrowed it from the "Jesus Freaks."
"CHRIST DIED FOR YOUR SINS" was
an early favorite, but rapidly faded after
some irreverent entrepreneur introduced
a parody, "KING KONG DIED FOR
YOUR SINS."
Other popular bumper sticker themes
are "GUESS WHO'S COMING AGAIN?"
and "IF JESUS RETURNS TODAY,'
SOMEBODY GRAB MY STEERING
WHEEL." The devil gets his due with a
popular addition reading "SIN — THE
DEVIL MAKES YOU DO IT." .
Few Jewish and Eastern religious
groups have used bumpers to spread their
theology. However, thousands of
"REMEMBER SOVIET JEWRY" or
variations thereof were printed at the peak
of the American Jewish campaign to

improve the plight of Russian Jews.
The Bible sticker, button and decal
market appears to have opened up in
earnest in late 1969. Elden W. Ferm, then a
salesman traveling mostly in Florida, left
his employer in November, 1969, to begin
producing a line of six bumper stickers —
including the classic "OUR GOD IS NOT
DEAD."
Today, the Ferm Publishing Company of
Elkart, Ind., is "the largest Christian
bumper sticker business in the country,"
says Mr. Ferm. The company's line of
religious items is currently grossing
$250,000 on the wholesale market, with
projections of doubling by 1976, he said.
Both Mr. Ferm and Mr. Hubinger
acknowledge that their slogans are
selected by art directors and editors, not
by theologians. But Mr. Hubinger said his
company would not produce anything "to
bring dishonor to the Lord." He said Cross
Publishing regarded the "Sorry about
yours" phrase as too flippant and perhaps
offensive to some Americans.
Mr. Ferm acknowledges that the "Sorry
about yours" phrase had appeared to be a
little touchy at first. But he said there has
been no sustained criticism from the
public. Meanwhile Mr. Ferm said, his new
entry on the market will be, "I'M
HEADED FOR THE PROMISED LAND,
SEE YOU THERE — J.C."

JAIL in Mexico
Mazatlan, Mexico (MIT/ CPS) — The
case of Tom Whitacre, imprisoned in
Mexico for violating drug laws, typifies the
problems many young Americans face in
this country. In December, someone here
reported they had seen Tom Whitacre
smoke grass. He was arrested by the local
police and thrown in jail without defense.
He was not carrying marijuana at the
time.
Tom Whitacre was lucky. JAIL (Justice
for Americans In prison and Lost) was
informed that someone had been imprisoned in Mazatlan and needed fund
money. Mia Richardson and her husband,
Neil, who founded the group, contacted the
American consultate here, confirmed the
jailing and sent the $40 for Whitacre's
release.
He was released on his 14th day in
prison-one day later and he would have
been served with a federal process. His

stay would have been extended for eight to
12 months even before his trial.
"On August 31, according to the state
department, there were 211 cannabis
prisoners in Mexico, but we know that
figure is incorrect," says Mia, "I would
say there are close to 300." Other countries
holding large numbers of American
cannabis prisoners include Spain, Turkey,
Britain, Greece and Canada.
"They're thrown in jail for 15 days and
the fine is anywhere from 40 to 80 dollars,
but most of them don't know that. Many of
them don't know why they have been jailed
unless they were actually smoking at the
time of arrest.
"When they are brought to trial, if the
sentence is shorter than five years, then
after three years they can get a fiance
(feeonz) which is anything from three to
five thousand dollars. They are deported
immediately after they leave the jail, so
that's a straight payment to the Mexican
government.
"In another case, we helped the release
of another prisoner from the same jail. His
fiance had been paid, but he couldn't be
found. Tom had heard him answer roll call
so we knew he was there and we contacted
the American consulate to speed his
release.
When you excape from a Mexican jail,
the warden and all the guards get thrown
in jail in your place. They had two escapes
in Mazatlan in the past two weeks, so there
were three changes of warden and guards
and no one could find him.
"There's one guy in Mazatlan who was
busted for three seeds found on his airplane. The plane crashed, he had second
and third degree burns over part of his
body, and they made him sign a confession
before they would give him medical
treatment. He has been in prison over 15
months now, and because he's been sentenced to five years and a month, there's
no financial recourse. He would have to
serve the full sentence.
"But we feel that we can get the case
appealed and we have a Mexican
American lawyer to work with on the
case."
JAIL is concentrating its present
campaign on the 16 cases in Mazatlan
where the most information is available.
They have little finances and are forced to
work close to their base in Los Angles.
Mia Richardson is waiting on JAIL's
non-profit, tax deductible status which
promises to arrive soon, and is soliciting
funds to continue its Mexican release
work.
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Dining hall meal has adequate nutrition
By BILL THORNELOE
Nutritional quality in the meals served
in the dining halls by ARA Food Services is
not usually a factor when students choose
their meals. Therefore ARA claims to
provide a balanced menu for the students.
Yet there is no guarantee that the individual student will be able to choose a
balanced meal from among the foods
offered, if he follows his preferences of
food taste and appearance, at least.
The Tiger attempted to have an average
meal at the dining hall analyzed for its
nutritive qualities. For the purpose, we
had a student pick a meal that he
preferred to eat, and then we took it to the
University's food science department for
analysis. The student had no formal
education in nutrition nor special
nutritional desires; therefore, we assume
that the meal was chosen with the normal
student's concern for edibility.
The meal, from Schilletter Hall, included the food shown in the accompanying photo: cheeseburger, peas,
broccoli, lettuce salad, apple pie, two
glasses of milk and two glasses of grape
drink.
Incidentally, the student seemed
oblivious to the taste of the meal. "I don't
know how it tasted. I'm just in the habit of
getting hungry, coming into the dining
hall, getting something to eat, and eating
it," he said.
The analysis showed, contrary to our
expectations, that the meal was adequate
in its content of calories, protein, and
vitamins, the only area where it was less
man adequate was in niacin content.
However, when considering this analysis,
one must take into account that different
meals will undoubtedly vary somewhat,
but also that this student seemed more
concerned than most with eating the
proper vegetables.
Dr. Joseph Jen of the food science
department weighed the individual food
materials for the analysis. Dr. W. P.
Williams, head of the food science
department, categorized the nutritional
content of each food using recommended
minimal diet tables based on the National
Research Council's recommendations.
Dr. Williams found that the student
received about half of his minimum daily
caloric content, and most of the required
protein, iron and vitamins A and B-l. The
lunch exceeded the minimum daily
requirements for calcuim and vitamins B2 and C. Only about a third of the minimum
daily allowance for niacin was present in
the meal. The fat content provided about
30 per cent of the 1218 calories of the meal,
which is within tolerable limits.
Dr. Williams did not quantitatively
isolate the nutritional factors in the meal
since he used standard tables for the
analysis. "These tables have been used
and found to be generally accurate,"
explained Williams. Errors could result
from different food treatments and independent differences in food analyzed by
the National Research Council, although
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these errors are probably insignificant.
Apparently, a reasonably intelligent
student can select a menu that will cover
his minimum nutrient requirements. "It is
easy to provide an adequate diet, that is
one which will prevent rickets and other
diseases caused by nutritional deficiencies," said Dr. Williams.

Food and Description

Wt.
Gm.

Approx.
Measure

"The other idea to dietary planning is in
providing an optimum diet. What will
different amounts of nutrients do to improve health? This is very difficult to say.
We know what we need for an adequate
diet, but ideas for an optimum diets border
on being just opinions."
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MALL THEATRE

(Feb. 16-22)

NORTH MAIN STREET

This creation, a strange montage of photography and painting, is part of
the South Carolina State Art Collection on exhibit through Sunday at the
Pendleton District Historical and Recreational Commission. There is no
charge for admission to the exhibit, which may be viewed Friday from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., and on Sunday from 2 to 4:30 p.m. The Commission is located
on East Queen Street in Pendleton. (Photo by Parker)

Pollution
index

Letters
Continued from page 8)
make a rational argument.
Indeed, it is difficult to find a
single sentence that is not
drooling with emotionalism.
After his opening paragraph
there is not even the remnant
of objectivity present. If I
were to fully cite examples of
irresponsibile journalism
contained in that article, I
would simply have to reprint
the article. As a token
example, I quote the
following: "Those were real
rocks that were thrown at us,
real
obscentities,
real
hostility, real dedication that
made us face them."
Far from it, I am not one to
deride idealism, nor am I one
to support unprovocated
violence, however I do
question Mr. Lucas' motives
in resurrecting a corpse of
three years demise with a
belated emotional whimper. Is
it any wonder that Mr. Lucas
has difficulty getting himself
"into a good, honest fight"
when all he has to offer are
worn out slogans, and the
emotionalism of the moment?
Apathy and selfishness are

discrete. One does neither
imply nor lead to the other.
The exact definition of apathy
is indifference to what apstirling has mastered both
As
previously
stated,
selfishness is concern with
one's own interests. The obvious conclusion is that if
apathy causes selfishness, it
then causes one to become
indifferent to his own interests. In other words apathy
causes the selfish person to
become selfless. Obviously,
apathy does not lead to
selfishness. Indeed whatever
apathy may lead to, it cannot
lead to selfishness. Apathy is
the source of evil and its
patron saint selflessness.
Sincerely,
Lee Wheatley
Editor's note' The article in
question was an editorial
(read: opinion) and not at all
intended to be an objective
news article. As an opinion
piece it was not representative
of Tiger journalism as a
whole. Your generalizations
implied a misunderstanding of
those differences.

The STUDENT UNION Presents

Jk Qm <Bustf
Conce/tt, Jkud ^ance
music by Cisco hand
FRIDAY NIGHT-FEB.16 AT Y BARN -8:00P.M.
ADMISSION $1.00
BUSSES WILL PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION TO
AND FROM Y BEACH AND THE LOGGIA FOR
THOSE WHO WEED IT.
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The American Institute of
Chemical
Engineers
presents the pollution index
for Clemson and vicinity for
the week ending February
16, 1973.
Hydrocarbon analysis
showed a constant concentration of one part per
million this week. There was
very little flunctuation in the
recording by the Friez
Hydrocarbon Analyzer. This
measurement is based on
methane.
Ozone and oxidants
registered approximately 0.6
parts per billion in the
evenings to 3.6 parts per
billion in early afternoon
readings.
If the total pollutant
concentration of this area
were compared to that of a
large city, the whole country
would move here! In other
words, this area is clean.
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(27" x 20")

Student Price: $5.00
(2 for $8.00)

Mai, To.

TIGER MASCOT
P. O. Box 1497
Clemson, S. C. 29631
Please allow 1 to 2 weeks for delivery.
Name

^_

Address
Room #.

Telephone #.

Please send me

Tiger(s)

Enclosed: $.

Bengal
Huddle
NOW OPEN on SATURDAY
AFTERNOONS at 1 P.M.
Couples Only
Roaring Fire and
COLD BEER
Located downstairs from Tiger Den on U.S. 123 - Oemson
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BICYCLES
3, 5, and 10 Speed
Sales and Service

Oconee Cycle Shop
North First Street
Seneca, S. C.
We also have Motorcycle
Parts, Sales & Service
SHIRTS by
Gont
Arrow
Van Heusen

Players present farce
SEE HOW THEY RUN, performed
by the Clemson Players in Daniel
Theatre February 16,17,22, 23, and 24,
at 8 p.m.; free admission; directed by
Corinne Sawyer; assistant director,
John Bolt; stage manager, Phil
Davis; house manager, B. J. Black;
set design, Tony Maglione.
Kathy Stirling
Ida
Anne Cooney
Miss Skillon
Tom Pender
Lionel Toop
Jeanne Dukes
Penelope Toop
Tom Worsdale
CliveWinton
Richard Hawkins
The Intruder
Al Willis
The Bishop
Mark Lesslauer
Authur Humphrey
Jim Allen
Sergeant Towers

By NANCY QUALLS
Take an uninhibited vicar's
wife, a solider and an escaped
Russian spy both in vicar's
clothing, a bishop in a nightshirt, a drunk in the closet, and
the vicar in his shorts, mix well,
and you have chaos. You also
have "See How They Run" and
one of the funniest scenes ever
presented on the Clemson stage.
The play is set in a quiet
English village near a military
base. Things begin to get hectic,
however, when a Russian spy

SLACKS by
Haggar
Farah
Asher
and
SHOES by
Florsheim

escapes from the base and makes
his way to the vicarage.
I'd explain the action further,
but it simply must be seen to be
understood. At any rate, before
the play is over, the characters
are involved in an absurdly funny
chase scene, in which the soldier,
the vicar, the bishop, and the spy
dash in and out of the house in
what the vicar's wife describes as
"the harvest capers."
The action is slow at first, and
some of the actors seem to have
trouble warming up. As the action builds, however, the
characters do pick up life.
Many of the cast members
turned in fine performances.
Jeanne Dukes, as the vicar's wife
Penelope, is in the midst of the
action throughout most of the
play. She carries off the part of
the impetuous former actress
with ease and holds her own
throughout most of the play.
Penelope's scenes with Clive,
the soldier, are among the best in
the play. Tom Worsdale, as Clive,

Converse

New Folk sings
lively music

Monster
Leg
Pants

*ofUi L«rf«fl Pr*f«ssiM«f I ■>*■!■!■ HI Service

f—i

2315 NORTH MAIN STREET
ANDERSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29*21

Campbells, fill.

Phone 226-6023
ENGINEERS & BUSINESS MAJORS:

FOR THAT UNLIMITED LOOK

We may have the position you are seeking.
Hundreds of companies list their openings with
us. If you are graduating soon, stop in or call
and let us help you.
HAMPTON PLAZA

does an excellent job of portraying the soldier-in-vicar'sclothing who has an overwhelming desire to find his
uniform and escape the threat of
a court-martial. Worsdale
provides a very Junny performance.
Kathy Stirling is Ida, the
irreverent, irrespressible maid.
Ida is totally unbelievable, which
only adds to the fun of watching
insanity reign at the vicarage.
Stirling has mastered both the
the Cockney dialect and the
extravagent gestures which
make Ida a joy to watch.
Each of the cast members
contributed to the sucess of the
play, but by far the best performance is Anne Cooney's Miss
Skillon. With Miss Skillon,
Cooney once again demonstrates
her outstanding talent for.
character portrayal. She simply
steals the show.
"See How They Run" is great
fun. It won't educate or inspire
you, but it will make you laugh.

PICKENS, S C.

The New Folk, a country-rock
band blending a "down home"
mood with contemporary lyrics,
will be presented by the Campus
Crusade for Christ at 8 p.m.
Wednesday in Tillman Hall.
Admission is free.
Although their image holds a
country flavor, in concert The
New Folk face the questions of
this decade and offer an answer.
Songs and comments by the
group deal with love, social and
personal problems, war and
other issues. The answer
presented is a personal commitment to Jesus Christ.

Would Your OrganizatiII
Like To Be Funded?
Budgeting for Student organizations (or year 1973-74 will be handled by the
Budgetary Committee.

Any Recognized Student Organization
may submit a request to receive money from the University Fees, and thus, if
accepted, become a funded organization.
Should your organization desire to submit a budget request for next year to the
committee, you may obtain forms and instructions from an envelope which will be
placed outside of Room 803, Student Government offices, on the 8th level. These
requests may be picked up any time after Monday, Feb. 19 and must be returned no
later than Thursday, March 1, 1973.
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Review

Strange theatrical experience
DARK OF THE MOON
February 14, 15, 16, 17, at 8 p.m. in
the Food Industries Auditorium.
CAST:
John
Norm Stoehr
MacMcAiister
Conjur Man
Ellen Baxter
Dark Witch
Lucy Laftoday
Light Witch
Lorraine Harding
Conjur Woman
Steve Myer
Hank Gudger
Robin Hardin
MissMetcalf
Larry Reamer
Uncle Smelicue
Stan Terry
Mrs. Summey
Carol Holt
Edna Summey
Billy
Savitsky
Mr. Atkins
Mary Reamer
Mrs. Bergen
John Beck
Burt
John Collins
Mr. Summey
Mike Ausherman
Marvin Hudgens
Paul Hamel
Mr. Bergen
Luci Brogden
Barbara Allen
Luci
Brogden
Floyd Allen
Graham Frye
Floyd Allen
Mrs. Allen
Sarah Rhodes
Kenny Pendarvis
Mr. Allen
Preacher Haggler
Revis Frye
Happy Duncan
Greeny Gorman
Susan Lay
Ella Bergen

By MARILYN WALSER
You might call it eerie. Or
perhaps "strange" would be a
better word.
However, it's hard to pin a one
word description on Howard
Richardson's "Dark of the
Moon," a play based on a
variation of the popular Barbara
Allan legend. This dramatic
journey into the realm of the
supernatural is too complex, too
bizarre, and too satiric to be dealt
with so easily.
The play, currently being
produced by the Clemson Little
Theatre, has enjoyed wide
popularity in America, just as the
legend of Barbara Allan itself.
The play centers around a small
mountain community and its
superstitious inhabitants. The
action begins with a seduction
scene enacted through dance;
Barbara Allan, the beautiful
"bad girl" of the mountain town,
is seductively reclined on the
stage when the "witch boy,'' John,
flies in on his eagle and begins the
sensuous dance. This scene
created such a furor in earlier
performances of the play that it
was finally cut, but the Little
Theatre version includes it,
leaving very little to the
imagination.
As the plot unfolds, the
dilemma of John the "witch boy"
is emphasized. John, stricken
with love for the "human"
Barbara Allan, desires more than
anything else to be human also.
However, he learns that to
become one, he must make a
bargain with the all-knowing
conjur woman. He must promise
to marry Barbara, who is already
pregnant by the "witch boy," and
she must be faithful to him for a
year. John, in his eagerness to

become human, accepts the
bargain.
Although the marriage does
develop a true love basis, it soon
encounters problems. The
townspeople are frightened and
suspicious of John, whom they
believe to be a witch, and their
fears are validated when Barbara bears her child. The baby is
not human, "a witch" the
townsfolk call it, and they burn
the infant in the back yard of the
newly weds' home. The people
then take it upon themselves to
reform Barbara, to get her away
from her "witch" husband, and
the ensuing results are
disastrous.
Cast in the role of John, the
"witch boy," Norm Stoehr shows
good dramatic talent in a role
that requires some degree of
melodrama. His dance number
are skillfully executed, and his
transformation back to a witch at
the end of the play is convincing (although somewhat
disappointing for the involved
spectator who was looking forward to a happier ending).
Luci Brogden as Barbara Allan
is somehow too innocent to be
as "bad" a girl as the play insinuates. The part is a rather
shallow one, but Brogden's
performance was good despite
the absence of meaningful lines,
etc.
Two of the most despicable
characters in the play, the Light
Witch and Dark Witch, are
well done by Lucy Laffody and
Ellen Baxter. Their dances are
also intricately performed,
although they grow a bit
monotonous. The drawling
speech used by Laffoday and
Baxter is particularly effective
in creating the feeling of eerieness
so vital to the witch scenes.
The townspeople are a lively
group of characters who do a
fine job in recreating the supertitious, religious mountain folk.
Mike Ausherman, who certainly
ranks at the top of the list of
Clemson actors, performs
expertly as Marvin Hudgens, the
"strongest man in the county"
who lusts after Barbara Allan.
Larry Reamer as Uncle Smelicue
is fantastic in a particularly
comic role.
Preacher Haggler, enacted by
Revis Frye, is another interesting characterization, that
of the old mountain reverend who
preachs "hell and damnation" on
Sunday, and drinks moonshine
with his "flocks" the rest of the
week. There is a great deal of
religious satire in the day, and

Preacher Haggler is instrumental in showing it. The
take-off on the old time revival
meeting and the church people's
method of getting rid of the
satanic spell on Barbara points
out the absurdity and hypocrisy
of this variety of "religion."
There are a great many
comical spots in the production,
with a large part of the comic
effect coming from the
characterizations. However, the
humor is interspersed with
glimpses into the bizarre "witch
world." This makes the play and
its effect on the audience hard to
brand. But no matter what, the
Clemson
Little
Theatre's
production of "Dark of the Moon"
is a stimulating performance,
carefully done, and demonstrating the expertise of many
local and student actors.
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to the
march
of Dimes
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN WILDERNESS EQUIPMENT
Kelty — Sierra Designs — North Face — Gerry — Camp Trails
Alpine Designs — Vasque — Dunhams — Rich-Moor — Mountain House
Chouinard — SMC — Eiger — U.S.G.S. Maps — Grumman — HIPP
Custom Packs by Jim McEver
WITH TWO LOCATIONS — THE LARGEST IN THE SOUTHEAST

JESSE BROWN'S
BACK PACKING • MOUNTAINEERING
Mon.-Wed. 10-6; Thurs., Fri. 10-8; Sat. 9-5
100 E Poinsett St., Greer, S. C. (803) 877-8405
224 E. Independence Blvd., Charlotte, N. C. (704) 334-5205

Sfratton House
Apartments

V
astro: theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/6541670
STARTS SUN.

OVERLOOKING CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
AND DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
THE ULTIMATE IN OFF CAMPUS

STUDENTS

Single Student Housing

EARN $150" OR MORE
WEEKLY selling
GOOD HUMOR ICE CREAM

Ready for Occupancy in May

SEE YOUR SUMMER PLACEMENT DIRECTOR
OR STUDENT AID OFFICER ABOUT GOOD
HUMOR. YOU'RE GIVEN THE HELP YOU
NEED TO EARN TOP INCOME, INCLUDING
THOROUGH TO-THE-POINT TRAINING
SESSIONS. UNIFORMS, TOLLS, GAS,
TRUCK PRODUCTS ARE SUPPUED WITHOUT
INVESTING OR SPENDING A PENNY.
GOOD HUMOR INTERVIEWERS WILL BE
ON CAMPUS FEB. 20
HOW TO QUALIFY
MINIMUM AGE: 18
NEED A VALID DRIVER'S LICENSE
AND BE ABLE TO DRIVE A
CLUTCH TRANSMISSION.
IF YOU ARE SELECTED YOU CAN RESERVE
YOUR JOB NOW FOR THIS SUMMER.

FEATURING: ACCOMMODATIONS FOR
FOUR STUDENTS IN EACH UNIT
2 Bedroom/Living Room Combinations
Efficiency Kitchen
Large Bath
Spacious Closets
Ample Off-Street Parking
Electric Heat/Air Cond.
Individual Wiring For Phones
Bicycle "Garage"
Individual Study Desks
Wall-To-Wall Carpet
Drapes
Attractive Paneling
Wall Mirrors
Within Walking Distance to Campus, Shopping
& Recreational Facilities
Model Unit Ready for Inspection

CONTACT: PATTERSON REALTY
525 COLLEGE Ave.

PHONE 654-5240

STARTS WED
A CHARTOFF-WINKLER/CARUNO
PRODUCTION

BRONSON
in A MICHAEL WINNER Rim
"THE
MECHANIC"
United Artists
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After dark

they pick a crew to run that
place on weekends — all
weekend. Why can't they keep
it open later on weeknights? It
is a hassle to have to go out to
the Caper House (which now
closes at 2 a.m.), as well as
impossible to write a check! (I
was helpless last weekend
because I couldn't write a
check!) It is embarrassing
when a friend from Francis
Marion College laughs at the
silly
hours
and
accommodations of this place.
This is a mystery to me.
I feel enough pressure at
this point could result in a
positive move which would be
a positive step for the entire
campus. How can officials
gripe about "pot" when your

Sirs:

In view of the rising expectations at CU, I believe
that it-is again time to voice
my disgust in the progress CU
is making toward accomodating students after
dark.
First, let me add a word of
praise for the Student Union's
attempts to satisfy students.
The flicks are good usually, a
beer bust is a change, and
even a jam session of this
nature is O.K.
HOWEVER, what does a CU
student do on weekends? Go
home! Why?? I think one
reason is the senseless hours
the canteen keeps. Why can't

M. BROCKMAN JEWELER
Oconee Square
Seneca, S. C.
AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE DIAMOND DEALER
ENGRAVING ON PREMISES
GREEK ALPHABET AVAILABLE
Phone 882-6812

life officially ends around
campus socially at 11? Not
that a 24-hpur-a-day canteen
will alleviate smoking but I'm
sure it would change this
university's atmosphere. I
guess with vending machines
on campus which pocket as
much as these do, there's no
need to chance losing money,
eh? I hope CU makes a step
finally in this direction. How
'bout it? The early bird had
better. . .
DL
Junior, poli. sci.

Why?
Dear Sir:
Why did someone rip off
my tape player? Why are the
glasses in Harcombe Commons always dirty? Why is my
phone bill so high? Why are
phone bills the only mail the
post office can put up before
2:00 o'clock in the afternoon?
Why does the CDA schedule
concerts during exams and
when no one will be here? Why
do they cost so much when
they do have them? Why isn't
there ever any toilet paper in
the bathroom? When there is,
why is it always wet? Why
can't I sleep any more? Why
did I come here in the first
place?
„..,,,
Suicidal tendencies
P.S. Why do I read The Tiger?

Fallacies
Dear Editor,
In the February 9 issue of

They do not love
that do not show their love.'

the Tiger Jim Lucas' article
"Apathy causes selfishness"
stated or implied two fallacies.
The first (stated) is that
selfishness is indeed the result
of apathy; the second (implied) is that selfishness is
evil.
The exact meaning of the
word "selfishness" is concern with one's own interests.
Similarly, "selflessness"
means having no regard for
one's own interests. Popularly,
the word "selfishness" conjures up the image of the brute
who tramples over numerous
corpses without concern for
even the least of grievances of
those around him while
pursuing the mindless whims
of his immediate moment. To
quote Jim Lucas:
"What's it to me? Why
should I care? I'm looking out
for myself, and to hell with
you buddy!" Concern for
externals of any kind — war,
peace, racism, the environment, injustice, other
people in any context — has
been replaced by an exclusive
concern for self: get my
grades, get my diploma, get
my job, don't bother me with
politics or issues or social
problems, I've got a quiz
tomorrow, I don't have time
for trivialities . . .
Contrastingly, the word
"selflessness" brings to mind
the self-sacrificing missionary
who single-handedly marches
into the darkest jungle to treat
pimples on the faces of the not
© VOLKSWAGEN OP AMERICA, INC.

William Shakespeare

Choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. There is
no finer diamond ring.

BEETLE III

One good thing
leads to another.

Rings from J100-$ 10,000
T-MReg. A.H. Pond Co.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25e\
S-73
Name.
CAMPMOBIIE

AddV
City.
State -

STATION WAGON

Few things in life work as well as a Volkswagen.
-Co..Zip.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201

Frank Myers Motors, Inc.
3515 Clemson Blvd.

Anderson

tfft
AUTHORIZED
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so enlightened cannibals.
The immediate question
that should be asked is, "Are
the interests of the brute the
interests of the selfish person?" In other words, "Is the
brute a selfish person, one who
acts in his own interests?"
The evil of the brute is not that
he pursues his own interests,
but in what he deems his best
interests. It is not evil to
pursue one's own values; it is
only what one chooses to value
that can be evil. It is not evil
that a man wishes to live his
life for his own interests; it is
only evil that a man may
choose to live his life at a
subhuman level. It is not the
process of valueing that is
evil, it is only what one may
choose to value that can be
evil.
The concept of selfishness is
one of the most misunderstood
terms. Is it evil to want to get
good grades, to want to get a
diploma, to want to get a job?
If so, by what standards? Are "war, peace,
racism, the environment,
injustice, other people ..."
the exclusive concerns of
selfless people? Indeed, Ayn
Rand, held by Mr. Lucas as
the epitome of selfishness, has
discussed each of the above
issues in her monthly
magazine The Objectivist
(Many of these articles have
been reprinted in book form,
The Virtue of Selfishness,
Capitalism: The Unknown
Ideal, The New Left: The AntiIndustrial Revolution, and For
the New Intellectual).
It is not altogether a
mistake of evolution that the
concept of selfishness came to
be regarded as evil and that
the concept of selflessness
came to be regarded as noble.
Look at any repressive
political structure in the
history of the world and you
will " find
that
the
repressiveness of that society
is directly proportionate to the
degree of selflessness that is
advocated by their leaders,
whether those leaders be
political,
religious,
or
economic. In a Nazi society
you will observe the leaders
demanding that citizens serve
their race selflessly; in a
Fascist society the leaders
emplore the citizenry to serve
the police state; in a communist society the leaders
declare that it is noble and
good to be a slave to the
proletariat and evil to serve
one's self. Wherever you hear
men asking you to serve those
other than yourself, you will
find men seeking to dominate
you. But, what does the man
gain from you who asks that
you serve yourself? There is
nothing that he can gain except possibly your respect for
his right to determine his own
destiny.
If Mr. Lucas does not have a
rational answer to the
questions "What's it to me?
Why should I care?," does he
rightfully deserve the ears of
those who ask? It is not my
contention that rational answers to these questions do not
exist, but my observations of
Tiger journalism lead me to
the conclusion that objectivity
and rationalism is deemed
irrelevant by the Tiger staff.
Don't misunderstand me. I am
certain that more often than
not my opinions on specific
issues
would
differ
significantly from those of
Tiger journalists. My objections are not to opposing
viewpoints, but to irresponsible journalism: journalism
that is neither objective nor
rational.
Observe Mr. Lucas' already
mentioned article. There is
not a single paragraph in
which he even attempts to
(continued
on
page
5)
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Election reforms
The decision to use a primary election for narrowing
down the candidates for student government positions may not
make the election process totally democratic, but it is a big
step in that direction. The reform is a stop-gap measure
designed to apply to this year's elections only, but it at least set
a precedent toward instituting a fairer election procedure.
The method which has been used in the past, and which is
probably the intention of the student body constitution, is
adequate in theory but not in practice. There are a certain
number of positions on the ballot for each office — four for
student body president and vice-president, and different
numbers for student court positions. If more than four candidates file for president, for instance, a secret vote is held
among students at the nomination meeting to reduce the
number to four. Thus, the candidates with the largest number
of supporters at the nomination meeting — not necessarily in
the student body, though — will get on the ballot. Moreover,
there could conceivably be a potential candidate who would be
able to sweep the general elections but couldn't even get that
far, because he didn't bring enough friends with him on the
ballot.
It doesn't take too much insight to see who the old system
favors — the fraternities. They are the only groups on campus
organized enough to be able to mobilize the support necessary
to get candidates on the ballot, in the event that a secret vote is
needed at the nominations meeting. This is a sad statement on
the status of campus politics more than an attack of fraternities. If there were political parties on campus that could
back candidates, they would at least have a chance to compete
with the fraternities. But there are none. Nevertheless, were
liberal and conservative groups equally sizeable and
organized, the method would"still be unfair in principle. The
use of a primary to limit the number of nominees to the
prescribed number is much more democratic than the system
currently provided for.
A method that would be even better would be to require
aspiring candidates to have a petition signed by, say, 100
students before they could get on the ballot. I have talked with
several presidential hopefuls who favor this method.
Requiring a petition would make it troublesome for someone
out on a lark to get on the ballot "just for the hell of it," but it
wouldn't be so difficult that sincere candidates couldn't easily
get a hundred signatures of students supporting them. This
method is often used in public elections today — but one would
have to look long and hard to find many elections run as archaically and inequitably as ours.
A word of praise must go to Elections Board Chairman Hal
Langford, who was responsible for the setting of the primary.
His decision, in the face of criticism from both sides, was the
best possible one for the moment. Yet student government
must now concern itself with more permanent changes in the
election procedure. Perhaps the convention presently meeting
to draw up a new constitution will include those changes. Yet it
would have been nice if someone in student government or
Student Senate had thought about reforming the election
procedure earlier than three days before the nominations.
That's the way it seems with our student leaders — better late
than never, but always
, . ..
J late.

bob thorn pson

ROTC regrets
ROTC is a time-honored tradition here at Clemson, and is
in no danger of extinction. However, the ghost of compulsory
ROTC continues to affect many students.
As an applicant for medical school, I was surprised that no
professional school requested my grades in any ROTC courses. When I asked why they specifically asked me to delete my
ROTC grades from my GPR calculations, I was told that
ROTC has no value in my college education. I agree.
The courses I took were simply indoctrination and
memorization of trivia. No intellectual stimulation was involved. Learn. Regurgitate. March. Salute. Carry a flag. Get a
grade. Forget.
Such wasted class work is an insult to my transcript, and
to the credits given real courses in the University. The
military has not shown that it should provide academic credit
for the "courses" it now offers. Such credit should be removed
in order to improve the value of credits for more valid courses.
No credit is given to those who train to be doctors, to work
for utility companies, to manage cafeterias, or to work in other
professions. No credit is deserved for those training for employment in a defense establishment whose major product,
is death.

bill thomeloe
Entered as second class matter at the U.S. Post Office. Clemson , 3. C. Mailing address is Box 2097. Clemson University. Clemson , S. C. 28631.
Telephone: (803) 656-2150.
Subscription rate: $4.30 per year, $2.25 per semester.
Local advertising rates available upon request.
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Language program too easy
By EARL GATLIN
Ideally, the purpose of a liberal
arts education is to provide some
degree of proficiency in a broad
area of knowledge. However, a
situation in Clemson's Department of Languages conflicts with
this notion of a liberal arts
education. The situation, to put it
bluntly, is that the foreign
language program is a joke. The
number of students who are able
to take two or three years of a
foreign language at Clemson and
learn a modicum of that language
seems to discredit the Department of Languages.
One of the results of the
language program's ineptitude is
that many students, learning
little or merely wanting a work
permit, complain of the
program's irrelevance. Consequently, some .academic
departments offering a bachelor
of arts degree have reduced the
number of required semesters of
a foreign language. The
Department of History has
recommended
that
the
requirement of three years of a
foreign language be reduced to
two years. Presently it is under
the consideration of the College
Curriculum Committee.
The main cause of the dilemma
is that most teachers cater to the
students' laziness, apathy, fear of
the language, or simple lack of
intelligence; thus, professors do
not teach with quality. I took an
intermediate language course
last semester, got a B, and
learned virtually nothing. In this
same course we took the standardized language exemption
test, and our professor reported
that several students still
belonged in a first semester
freshman level course. It would
seem, however, after two years
of college level language courses,
a person should be fairly
proficient in the language.
Professors, then, pass students
who have not learned the
elementary aspects of the
language to upper level courses.
The problem is compounded
when these students hold up the
progress of the higher level
classes. The students obtaining
desirable amount of skill in a
language at Clemson are either
majoring or minoring in the
language or are unusually
talented.
The situation is ironic because
the potential quality of Clemson's
Department of Languages is
excellent, particularly with
recent additions to the faculty.

But unless the quality of teaching
improves, the future of the
language program will not be
bright, as more academic
departments reduce language
requirements for degrees.
Already, the Liberal Arts
program has suffered; it can't
suffer much more and expect to
develop into a noteworthy college
at Clemson.

The Department of Languages
should cease catering to below
average intellects and apathetic
students and begin some quality
education. Let the stragglers and
half-wits fall by the wayside. And
perhaps when the language
program is vitalized, the College
of Liberal Arts can take steps to
reimplement the notion of a true
liberal arts program.

Paper peace
By BILL THORNELOE
Saturday, January 27, the
war in Indo-China officially
ended as Secretary of State
William Rodgers signed a ceasefire agreement with South
Vietnam, North Vietnam, and the
Provisional Revolutionary
Government. Direct American
involvement is ending in the
warfare, although B-52's continue
to futilely drop bombs on an
enemy in Laos and Cambodia
that has demonstrated little
vulnerability to such acts.
Indeed, American POW's are
being returned, and the last of the
American "military advisors"
are leaving that insignificant
corner of the world which seems
to have driven America to
madness. American military
advisors are now in Hanoi, not to
occupy a vanquished country, but
to help the North Vietnamese
regain their sovereignty over
territorial waters. Negotiations
continue to seek an end of
violence in Loas and Cambodia,
both of which are guilty of being
near Vietnam.
Few of the current incidents
in Indo-China promise a "just
and honorable peace" for the
people who will continue to die in
a war that offers little for any
victor. No great market for South
Vietnamese Government Bonds
has occurred since "peace"
reached South Vietnam. The
fighting is still intense although a
token number of troops has
ceased firing in order to provide
ironic pictures of enemies
behaving as comrades.
There are no guarantees in
the cease-fire agreement that the
war ever will stop. The Joint
Military Commissions, the International Commission, the
National Council of Reconciliation, and the International
Conference have power only on
paper. They can act only if one of
the parties signing the cease-fire
agreement complains about an

incident, which none of the intransigents seem willing to do.
Even if a complaint should be
filed, none of the peace-keeping
forces has the manpower or
logistics to enforce the cease-fire.
Good will is an extremely rare
commodity in a country which
has been at war with itself for
generations, and is an insufficient base 'for any permanent agreement.
Obviously, it is not planned
for South Vietnam to retain its
present government. America is
leaving Indo-China to its own
resources to reach its own
destiny. We will help rebuild
North Vietnam, a country which
has never been as dangerous to
the world as Nazi Germany.
Imperialist Japan, or the
"policeman of the world" United
States. While Nixon has
prevented a post-war bloodbath,
none of the casualties of war will
enjoy his generation of peace.
Perhaps history will remind
powerful
countries
how
America's youth fought and died
in vain during the 1960's and '70's,
and then Nixon sued for a peace
available in 1954. Certainly,
American political exiles will
carry this message — Those
people who dared to follow their
consciences, before the political
parties would listen.
Letters to the editor are
welcomed on any subject. Letters
should include the author's name
and address, however, anyone
wishing to have his or her name
withheld from publication may
do so. We would prefer that all
letters be type-written and
double- or triple-spaced. Letters
which are unreasonably lengthy
will be edited, but we will try to
keep intact the meanings of the
letters. Mail letters to Box 2097,
Clemson University, Clemson,
S.C. 29631, or drop them by the
office on the 9th level of the
Student Center.
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Campus bulletin
SPEAKERS BUREAU PRESENTS
ELLEN PECK, the author of "The
Baby Trap", in a presentation on "To
Bear or not to Bear." The speech will
be Friday, February 16 at 2:00 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium.

information will be distributed within
the next few weeks.
CLEMSON
UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP will present Robert T.
Sorrells in reading an original short
story, Sunday February 18, at 10:30
a.m. in the YMCA Clubroom.
Following the reading, there will be
comment and discussion. The public is
invited.

THE SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
will meet Tuesday, February 20 at
7:30 p.m. in Room 104, Sirrine Hall. A
speaker will be present and all
students are invited to attend.

CLEMSON SKI CLUB will have a
meeting Tuesday, February 20. The
movie "Hot Dog Skiing" will be
shown. The meeting will be in Room
315 Daniel Hall at 7:30 p.m.

THE SIX MILE WOMEN'S CLUB
will sponsor a spaghetti supper and
homemade cake auction Friday
February 16 from 5:00 until 7:00 p.m.
for the Six Mile Volunteer Fire
Department.

THE JORDAN COLLEGE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION will meet Thursday
night at 8:00 p.m. in the penthouse
suite of the "J" House Hotel.

SENIOR RINGS may be ordered
Thursday and Friday, February 22
and 23, at the Clemson Book Store.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA will
meet Monday February 19, at 7:00
p.m. in Byrnes Hall. All members and
new initiates please be present.

JOIN THE PHARISEES for a new
and unequaled opportunity to nose
into other's affairs, be a nuisance, and
to learn how to always keep that chic
"Holier-than-thou" look which is so
popular with young people. For information, find a Jesus freak who
calls himself a Jesus person. If you
don't, God'll git you.

THE CLEMSON AERO CLUB will
hold a meeting on Monday, February
19 at 7:30 p.m. in Room C-127 of the
P8.AS building. The guest speaker will
be Otis Taylor, chief of Anderson
Flight Service.

THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE
will start accepting applications for
room reservations for the academic
year 1973-1974 on March 5. An advance
payment of $75.00 is required when
applications are submitted. Complete,
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FREE TUTORING will be offered
by Sigma Tau Epsilon each Monday at
7:00 p.m. in 415 Daniel Hall. Tutors
will be available for subjects in liberal
arts and sciences. All freshmen
needing help are urged to come.

Help Yourself Out At
Judge Keller's Store
with low prices and
Lee & Maverick
Blue Jeans — White
Pants — Sweat Pants

Judge Keller's Store
Downtown

Clemson

CAN HONOR SET TO A LEG? No.
Or an arm? No. Or take away the grief
of a wound? No. Honor hath no skill in
surgery, then? No. What is honor? A
word. What is in that word honor? Air.
A trim reckoning! Who hath it? He
that died o' Wednesday. Doth he feel
it? No. Doth he hear it? No. 'Tis
sensible then? Yea, to the dead. But
will it not live with the living?
No. . . Therefore I'll none of it. —
Falstaff (Henry IV, pt. 1).
WANT TO BOWL? Then catch a
free ride to Tri-City Lanes in Easley
every Thursday night with the YMCA
at 8:20 p.m. and return about 11:30
p.m. Student rate is 55c per game with
free shoes.
THE ANNUAL EATON FREEMAN
PIANO competition will be held at
8:00 p.m. in 217 Daniel Hall. This
competition is open to all Clemson
University students. The winning
pianist will be presented a financial
award and certificate on Honors and
Awards Day. Those who wish to apply
may obtain additional information
and application forms at the Music
Department Office, 617 Strode Tower.
FORENSIC UNION Debate teams
will meet Monday at 3:35 in 417 Daniel
(Debate Room). Preparations will be
made for attending the Citadel
Tournament the next weekend. Individual events material is due for the
Eastern Kentucky Tournament —
March 2-3, 1973.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
Fully accredited, 20-ytar UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA Guadalajara
Sumnwr School ofrars July 2-Auguit
11, anthropology, art, education,
folklore, (oography, history, gov•rnmtnt, languago and literature.
Tuition $165; board and room $211.
Write: International Programs, University of Arizona, Tucson 85721.

EMPIRE - GARRARD - AR - DYNA - AKAI - SONY - BOSE - REVOX - ADVENT

(Music Machine's $419 stereo system)

More
than you expect
for less than you
expected.

ALL MEMBERS OF THE JORDAN
COUNTY Lettermen's Association
are requested to turn in their year's
dues to Big Burt by next Friday, or
never see their eldest born child alive
again.
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
MEDITATIONAL SOCIETY will hold
a first introductory lecture on
Transcendental Meditation Wednesday, February 21, and a follow up
lecture on Thursday, February 22,
both in Room 123 Hardin Hall at 7:30
p.m.
A COPY OF "GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
School
Opportunities for Minority Students"
(fourth edition, 1972-73) can be obtained for reference in the Counseling
Center, Room 200 Tillman Hall.
CLEMSON SAILING CLUB invites
all club members and other interested
persons to a Team Race against the
Citadel to be held at the YMCA Beach
on Saturday, February 17 at 9:30 a.m.
Club members will be needed to help
run the regatta.
PHI KAPPA PHI meet Monday,
February 19 at 4:00 p.m. in room 410
Daniel Hall. On the agenda are
election of officers, new members,
amendment to by-laws, and plans for
spring banquet.
MODEL
UNITED
NATIONS
STUDENTS should contact Mr.
Montgomery as soon as possible. The
delegation will meet this week in 417
Daniel.
TRUSTEES MEDAL entry forms
are due today by 5:00 p.m. in either
101 or 313. Strode Tower. The
preliminary rounds will be held in
Daniel Hall on Monday, February 19,
1973. All contestants should check the
preliminary round schedule for the
times and places of their competition.
BE UNITED. . . for thereby will
the tempest of discord be stilled
amongst you and your peoples find
rest."—Baha'u'llah Learn what real
unity is all about. Come talk to Baha'is
and their friends Sunday, 8 p.m. at 102
AlleeSt. For information call 654-2681.

THE BAHA'I COLLEGE GROUP
meets Thursday at 8 p.m. For more
information, call 654-2681.
STUDENT
NURSES
ASSOCIATION will meet Monday at
6:30 p.m. in room 1 of Kinard Hall (the
Physics building). On the agenda will
be the election of new officers and the
formulation of plans to attend the
state convention at Myrtle Beach.
Members who cannot attend are to
call Pat Bolding at 656-6740.

Cinema
Anderson
ANDERSON MALL, North Main
Street, 225-1200. Now showing:
Robert Redford as "Jeremiah
Johnson"
Some
say
he's
dead. . . some say he never will
be. Rated PG. Shows at 1:35, 3:25,
5:15, 7:10, and 9:00.

Clemson
ASTRO III, College Avenue, 654-1670.
Starts Sunday: Charlie Chaplin in
his greatest role as "The Great
Dictator." Rated G. Starts
Wednesday: Charles Bronson in
"The Mechanic." Rated PG.
CLEMSON THEATRE, Downtown,
654-3230. Now thru Saturday: Walt'
Disney productions, "Run Cougar
Run!" starring Stuart Whitman
and Harry Carey, Jr. Rated G.
Late show Friday and Saturday:
"Indian Raid, Indian Made"
starring Morganna (The Wild
One). X Rated. Shows at 10:30.
Sunday thru Tuesday: Stanley
Kubrick's
"2001:
A
Space
Odyssey."

Greenville
ASTRO I, 291 By-Pass, 242-3293. Now
playing: "Deliverance" starring
Jon voight and Burt Reynolds.
Rated R. Shows at 1:30, 3:30, 5:30,
7:30, and 9:30.
ASTRO II, 291 By-Pass, 242-3293. Now
showing: "Jeremiah Johnson"
starring Robert Redford. Rated
PG. Shows at 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30,
9:30.
CAMELOT, McAlister Square, 2359356. Now showing: "The Poseidon
Adventure." Shows at 1:00, 3:00,
5:00, 7:00, 9:00.
MALL, Wade Hampton Mall, 235-2834.
Now playing: "Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland." Shows at 2:00,
4:00, 6:00, and 8:00.
TOWER THEATRE, Bell Shopping
Center, 232-2117. Starts Friday:
Maggie Smith in "Travel With My
Aunt." Nominated for four
Academy Awards. Shows at 2:00,
3:45, 5:30, 7:15, and 9:00.

Mauldin
JERRY LEWIS CINEMA, Mauldin,
277-1910. Now playing: "Chloe in
the Afternoon". With English
subtitles. Friday and Saturday
shows at 1:15, 3:00, 7:15, and 9:00.
Sunday shows start at 2:00.

CLEMSON SHOE STORE

boots belong
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Stereo systems in the $400 price
range, while not unpleasant to listen to,
have not as a rule provided that last bit
of musical accuracy for those who take
their listening very seriously. Our $419
Advent, Pioneer, Garrard, Empire
stereo system has changed all that, as
many of our critical and satisfied
customers who own it will testify.
The Smaller Advent loudspeakers
are a startling speaker bargain, of
which highly-respected Stereo Review
Magazine said, "Any preconceived
ideas you may have about the
limitations of subcompact speaker,
systems will, we think, be shattered."
The Pioneer SX 525 AM/FM stereo
receiver provides sufficient power

(over 40 RMS watts of it) to handle the
most tortuous musical passages in the
average living room, and its sensitive
tuner will capture your favorite radio
stations with clarity. The Garrard SL
55B automatic turntable with a Empire
90EE/ X cartridge and diamond stylus
will treat your records gently and add
no unpleasant sounds of its own.
Together, these remarkable
components cost just $419 — a saving of
$67.30 over their usual invididual
prices. If you've thought that a stereo
system in this price range couldn't
provide quite enough sonic satisfaction,
we invite you to visit Music Machine's
and learn otherwise.

... in every man's wardrobe. They go
smartly wherever he goes, with whatever
he wears. And they give comfort, to boot!
Shown is one from our new group that
includes many types and heights.
7
B to EE

MEN'S FINE. SHOES

MADE IN U.S A

$27.95

:CM ACHINE
FROM CLEMSON — TAKE ANDERSON HWY. ONE MILE PAST 1-85
PHONE: 224-2563
HOURS: 10-5:80—M.-SAT.

HURE - EMPIRE - GARRARD - AR - DYNA - AKAI - SONY - BOSE - ADVENT
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FOR SALE: 1972 Triumph, Daytona
500. Like new, only 2,000 miles. Can be
seen at 14 Littlejohn Apts. or call 6541642.
HELP
WANTED:
Campus
representatives needed for research
agency at Clemson. Great money to be
made. First time advertised at
Clemson. Your own monopoly. Call
(803) 254-7316, M-F 10:00-4:00,
Columbia, S.C.
WHAT'S YOUR PROBLEM IN THE
DORM? Information needed on the
good points and bad points of campus
living. Call any of all of the following
people. Steve Csernak, 656-7944,
Johnstone. Rebecca Chastain, 6566339, Manning. Sam Cambell, 654-4753,
16 Littlejohn Apt. Terry Lamp, 6566138, Barnett. Mary Kennerty, 656-

Classifieds
WORK ON A SHIP NEXT SUMMER!
Men, women. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Perfect summer job or career. Send
$2.00 for information. SEAFAX, Box
2049-SA, Port Angeles, Washington
98362.
FOUND: Girl's Timex watch with
black band near Strode Tower. Call
the Sloan's 654-2810.
DOES
YOUR
ORGANIZATION
NEED FUNDS? A local representative of Madison Candy Company
will assist you in planning a profitable
fund raising drive — there's not risK
and no investment. Call 654-1144 any
afternoon.

6298, Manning. Amanda Currin, 6566747, High Rise 3. Lynn Lovelace, 6568114, Benet. Len Gough, 656-6089,
Mauldin. Robert Waters, 656-6498,
Lever. James Lemon, 656-7713,
Donaldson. Frank Young, 654-1735,
off-campus.
HELP WANTED: B.S. in Electrical
Engineering (Power Option) for
management trainee. Location —
Tampa Bay area on Florida's West
Coast. Send resume and photograph to
P.O. Box 3381, Tamps, Fla. 33601
HELP WANTED: Earn S500-S1500 this
spring. The National Students Co-Op
needs campus coordinator. Complete
instructions provided. Please act
immediately — deadline for response
to this ad is February 28. Write to P.O.
Box 21588, San Jose, Ca. 95151.

- WAHTH) CONGENIAL STUDENT FOR
CHICKASAW POINT DINNER PARTY
HOST OR HOSTESS
PART TIME WORK
CAUL: MRS. PROCTOR 2254206

Radio Jhaek
Add 4-Channel Sound
To Your Present
Stereo Music System
THIS WEEK BUY A PAIR OF
REALISTIC MC-500 SPEAKERS

S
EASY TO HOOK UP . .. ANYONE CAN DO IT

Only

ulf

Synthesizer
Rear
Left
Speaker
toss:

Rear
Right
Speaker

Stereo Receiver
Or Amplifier
Get derived 4-Channel stereo from
2-Channel records, tapes and FM
stereo broadcasts. Just add the synthesizer and speakers to your present
system.

Front
L,-ft
Sp.'jkiT

And We'll Give You
Our 24.95
4-Channel Synthesizer

FREE

Front
Ririiit

Sptuker

SAVE $2

SAVE
$25

DESKUBE
RADIO
Reg.
9.95

REALISTIC
PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDER
Handy pushbutton
Reg. 74.50
controls, eject button,

'95

Reach out and touch on
music, news and sports.
12-175

STEREO FM/AM
MUSIC SYSTEM

SAVE $8
46-RANGE
TESTER
Reg.
27.95

:S:

1995

Do it yourself with this
versatile and accurate
multitester. 22-260

S:S

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 25.1973

49 50

• Receiver, Changer . . 189.95 ^*.
• (2) Speakers
100.00 Pr
• Dust Cover
5.95
Sep. Items Price
295.90

19590

sss: sss

SAVE $3

Fingertip pushbutton operation
PLUS sliding conrols for perfect
bass, treble and balance. Electronic components enclosed in
walnut.

SAVE
$30

built-in mike. 14-873

"65-IN-1"
ELECTRONIC
PROJECT KIT
Makes education fun.
Build alarm, radio, intercom, 62 other working projects. 28 250

Reg. 17.95

^4.95

Special Purchase

DESK STYLE
TELEPHONE

STEREO
FM/AM PHONO
Reg. 89.95
Q_

l"O

Realistic portable
has sliding controls.
13-1182

Reg.
7.95

SAVE $3

Reconditioned dial telephone is ideal for intercom and extension use.
Looks good anywhere.
Easy to install. 27°. ?8E

BUILD-IN
CAR SPEAKERS
Reg
13.95 Pr

588

10!,S

Deluxe 5Vt" speakers
with dual cones.
12-1843

SAVE 80%
FLASHLIGHT SPECIAL
Reg.
1.00

190

5 cell flashlight with
strong 1500' light
beam. 68-1018

SAVE 36c
1800-FT.
RECORDING TAPE
Reg
1.95 Ea.

. . . and you can

^59
I

Each

Ideal for taping LP's or FM
stereo broadcasts. 3 hours
at slow speed 44 1018

CHARGE IT

PICK UP YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BIG 180-PAGE CATALOG

Radio /hack

THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND

ANDERSON

GREENVILLE

ANDERSON MALL

1414 E. WASHINGTON

226-0200

BELL PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

■

; g A TANDY COFtPQfiATfW COMPANY

.
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The
Allman Brothers

IN

CONCERT
WITH

Wet Willie
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM

February 24
8:00 P.M.
TICKETS:

s

5.25 Advance, *6.25 Floor, *6.25 Door
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WitllOSh: Jansch and Rapp alone again
By TOM PRIDDY

It frequently has been easier to appreciate Bert
Jansch than it has been to enjoy him. His arrangements of
old English folk songs and his careful attention to performing those songs in a traditional mood makes his
albums seem an almost completely unselfish service to
modern pop music. But to be enjoyed they have always
had to go the route of appreciation first.
When Jansch performed with the English group
Pentangle he was much easier to enjoy because he was
not quite so alone. In the same vein as Jansch's solo
albums, Pentangle elaborated on the same themes with
the same acoustic instruments and the same angular
melody lines. Their addition of a female vocalist and a
larger number of instrumentalists made the traditional
English folk ballads
much more palatable.
Since Pentangle's
recent dissolution,
Jansch certainly must
have had to re-evaluate
the purpose of his solo
albums. They would
now seem to have to be
more complete in their
scope, rather than
sidelights to the group
work, as Jansch has lost
his most widely-known
outlet.
Somewhere along
the line, too, he must
have realized how
JANSCH
important a part entertainment plays on an album. Last year David Ackles
released his latest album. American Gothic, to the best
collection of favorable reviews practically any album had
gotten all year. Unfortunately, while the lyrics were quite
potent the album as a whole was not terribly entertaining.
It has hardly been heard from since.
Jansch, a veteran of fifteen albums all together, isn't
about to make the same mistake. His latest solo album,
Moonshine (Reprise MS 2129), is easily his most entertaining, and is certainly as important as his others.
Where on his last album he was obviously quite occupied with technique (the liner notes said things like,
"This one is played in D open tuning"), that technique has
now been used as a vehicle to greater overall enjoyment of
the entire project.
Part of the credit for the album goes to Danny
Thompson, former bassist for Pentangle and first-time

producer for Jansch. Thompson is surely in part
responsible for the addition of the occasional use of
electric guitar, fiddle, drums, and female background
vocal by Mary ("Those Were The Days") Hopkin
Visconti, where formerly Jansch was primarily alone.
Jansch, of course, should be credited for the inclusion
of the record's two most impressive cuts. "The First Time
Ever I Saw Your Face," a departure from Jansch's
traditional songs, is given a completely new reading here.
Done first on a Jansch album of several years ago, the
piece is up-tempo and given a very folky sound with a
fiddle, a recorder, and even a drum set.
It's "Oh My Father," however, that is the real
tradition breaker for Jansch. He uses Garry Boyle on
electric guitar for a very modern accompaniment which
turns the cut into the most enjoyable piece on the album.
The lyrics, written by Jansch, concern one man's search
for evidence of God in a land of greed and hate. It could
easily pass for a much older lyric.
Jansch makes some sacrifices in popularizing his
style (there are no instrumentals here, for example), but
added with all the past material he has recorded,
Moonshine blends in nicely while providing a good deal of
contrast at the same time.
On the other side of the ocean is a group called Pearls
Before Swine, who apparently are still together, but not
too together. The group is an etherial, surreal, more
modern version of Pentangle, and they, too, have one
member, Tom Rapp, who is trying to go it alone (or at
least partly alone.).
Pearls Before Swine (the name comes from part of a
line in The Sermon on the Mount) seems to have gotten
lost, or at least detained, somewhere along the highway
from Burbank to Beverly Hills, the sites of their former
and present record companies. The last album the group
made for Reprise had in the title "with Tom Rapp," and
the group has taken a subordinate role (to the point of
disappearing) since.
The very last album for Reprise Records was a solo
album for Rapp, writer and main contributor to the
group's sound. The album was actually a PBS greatest
hits collection performed by Rapp (rather sloppily, too)
and a studio group.
The latest appearance of Rapp is on Blue Thumb
Records on an album called Stardancer (BTS-44). While
Pearls Before Swine as a group only are credited as
playing on three cuts, Stardancer is really very much a
PBS album as Rapp does no more on this album than he
did in the past.
There is evidence on Stardancer that Rapp is
evolving, just as Jansch is, but there are disheartening

hints, too, that Rapp is unraveling in certain other
respects. But those hints are few, and probably nothing to
get too worried about — yet.
The main jump Rapp makes is into very concrete
imagry, as on ''Fourth Day of July," a song which seems
inspired by last summer's newsphotos of a naked, crying
Vietnamese girl running down a road, having just been
napalmed by U.S. forces. The words have an obvious point
to make (as many of his past lyrics have left interpretation to the listener), yet the image is almost as
surreal as some of his past work. It's the major success of
the album.
"Summer of '55" is about as close to rock as Rapp
gets (and it's not too close) with its fifties images, concrete images, and a slight put-down of the generation's
single mindedness.
Other songs are more in the old PBS vein, some are
actually real love songs, and a couple add very impressive
instrumental tracks ("Marshall" with its mandolin and
"Touch Tripping" with vibes, oboe and violin). There are
a couple of dangerous tracks, "Why Should I Care" for
one, where Rapp goes a little too far out of his style. On
this one he tries to be a parody of Al Jolson, but gets the
purpose of the song confused, and it ultimatley fails to
have an identity. On "Tiny Dancer" Rapp trips on the fine
line separating Rapp-type imagry and banality, and
stumbles into the banal side. The average level of the
album, however, is far above these slips.
This album should end the distinction between Pearls
Before Swine and Tom Rapp, as the two are now, for most
purposes, synonymous. It's not at all clear when the group
plays and when they don't. And both Rapp and Jansch
seem on the way up, changing their styles just enough,
while maintaining the old form.
Briefly: According to a Schwann Record and Tape
Guide press release there were 5,196 new albums released
in 1972, exactly the same number as that of the year
before (they were probably all re-issues). The Schwann
catalogue, by far the most widely recognized list of all
available records and tapes, included 2,203 of those
albums in their popular music section. With 1,491 artists
or groups contributing to the pop section, that averages
out to a little less than 1-1/ 2 records per group. On the
high extremes, Rod McKuen listed 12 new albums
released during the year, Johnny Cash with seven and
Elvis Presley with six. That may seem a lot until compared with the new classical releases. Eugene Ormandy
and the Philadelphia Orchestra listed 87 new recordings. I
guess you have to assume that since the Phillies and the
Eagles don't produce, someone from that city has to.

"A BACH CONCERT CAN BE FUN!"
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
CONCERT SERIES

Clemson University students- enter
Gates 9r 10or 11 -present Activity
Card for admission. Others present
tickets on sale al Gate 11 or season
ticket. Individual tickets: Adults, $3.00
Students (16 or under), $1.00
Clemson student date ticket, $1.00

" Someone in the balcony at Fillmore East on Tuesday
night yelled 'Go, Virgil!' and off went Virgil Fox into a
program of Bach's organ music, backed by a chromatic
extravaganza of lights. Mr. Fox, whose usual habitat is
the concert hall or the church, was invading New York's
rock cathedral to sell the gospel of Johann Sebastian."
—The New York Times
"The audience really dug it. They were silent during the
playing, gave a roaring ovation at the end of all ten
pieces, and clapped Fox on to five encores. Everyone
knows that Bach is beautiful. But we have never before
attended a Bach concert in which the performer and
audience enjoyed themselves so much. When that happens, a Bach concert can be fun!"—Associated Press

H1A¥T
ARfiAN

VIRGIL FOX
WITH

REVELATION LIGHTS
ALL-BACH PROGRAM
RODGERS TOURING ORGAN

Littlejohn Coliseum
Mon., Feb. 19, 8:00 P.M.

FROM NEW YORK'S
FILLMORE EAST
A SOUND AND LIGHT SPECTACULAR
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Two weeks ago this column dealt with the inadequacies in
officiating displayed at the Clemson-Virginia basketball
game. At that time we warned that if such poor officiating
were allowed to become a regularity, the entire ACC
basketball program would suffer. Our fears once again
materialized in last weekend's North-South Doubleheader in
Charlotte. The circumstances in those games prompted Tates
Locke to lead his team off the court with time still remaining in
Saturday night's game against North Carolina. Since that time
Locke's action has drawn a great of criticism from numerous
sources, with Assistant ACC Comissioner Marvin Francis
calling
the
walkoff
"an
unethical
thing."
The sports staff of this newspaper finds this recent display of
sub-standard officiating to be far more "unethical" than
Locke's actions. In accordance the following letter has been
submitted to ACC Commissioner Bob James and to Norvall
Neve, the Supervisor of Officials for the conference.
Dear Sirs,
On Saturday night, February 10, 1973, during the Clemson
University — University of North Carolina basketball game,
played in Charlotte, N.C., Coach Tates Locke took his Clemson
team off the court with four seconds left to play. We feel that
Coach Locke's action was more than justified, and that the
matter should not rest there.
The officiating in that game was not only sub-standard, it
was an affront to ACC basketball in general. In particular we
wish to call to your attention the gross dereliction of duty
displayed by ACC official Steve Honzo. Two blatant fouls
occurred during the game, both of which were witnessed and
ignored by Mr. Honzo. In the first instance, Terrell Suit of
Clemson was viciously elbowed in the mouth by Charles
Waddell of UNC, in full view of Mr. Honzo; no foul was called.
Three of Suit's teeth were loosened, and stiches were required
to close a bad cut on his lip. In the second instance Waddell
attacked Clemson's Jive Brown, first running over him, then
kicking him as he lay on the court. Again, this blatant violation
occurred in full view of Mr. Honzo, and again no foul was
called.
This is a matter far more serious than simply winning or
losing a basketball game. If negligent and irresponsible officiating such as this is tolerated, it will inevitably lead to
more players being injured, some perhaps more seriously than
Terrell Suit, and ultimately to such spectacles as last year's
infamous Ohio State — Minnesota brawl. Such incidents are
often the result of an inability or an unwillingness on the part
of the officials to keep the game under control — and the most
important responsibility of the official, in major college
basketball, is to keep the game under control. Dereliction of
this responsibility is utterly inexcusable.
In the case of Mr. Honzo, we saw such dereliction displayed
more flagrantly than may be tolerated. When an official
clearly observes two flagrant fouls, one resulting in bruises
and the other in serious injury, and fails to call them, he has no
place in a conference of the calibre of the Atlantic Coast
Conference.
Therefore it is our opinion and recommendation that Mr.
Steve Honzo be relieved of his duties as an official of the
Atlantic Coast Conference, and further, that he be permanantly barred from officiating any contest involving any
Atlantic Coast Conference team, both effective immediately.
We make this recommendation in the interest of Atlantic Coast
Conference basketball, as well as that of the players involved,
whose safety is jeopardized by the conduct of such officials.
On behalf of the Sports Staff of THE TIGER, the student
newspaper of Clemson University, we are,
Sincerely
Sincerely,yours
yours,
.
... ^,,
.
Jim
Lucas,
Kerry
Capps,
and
Jim Lucas, Kerry Lapps, and Bill
Bill Thorneloe
lnomeloe

Rugby team defeats Atlanta
Last Sunday in a game played
here at Clemson, the Clemson
Rugby club entertained the
Atlanta Renegade Rugby Club in
the Tigers' third match of the
semester. The meeting with the
Renegades was Clemson's third
meeting against the Atlanta
team, with the two teams splitting the previous two contests.
Clemson won the first between
the two in a high scoring affair,
44-12, but the Renegades took the
next game in a closer duel.
Sunday the Tigers managed to
grab a 2-1 advantage in the series
by virtue of a 22-6 victory over the
Renegades. Clemson began to
dominate the play from the
outset, as they physically
exhausted the Renegades in the
forward play. Most of the first
half action took place inside the
Atlantans' 25 yard line, thanks to
Clemson's tough defensive play
which kept their opponents' offense bottled up.
Though controlling the game
throughout the initial period,

Clemson found itself unable to
put any points on the board, thwarted by a number of untimely
penalties. Then near the end of
the half the Renegades staged a
strong comeback effort, driving
down the field to score and took a
6-0 advantage at the half.
The game, which had been
mostly frustration in the first half
for the Clemson ruggers, turned
around in the second half to
become a nightmare for the
Renegades. Clemson consistently
moved the ball deep into Atlanta
territory, and in this half, on into
the endzone for scores. The Tiger
effort was lead by Randy "Goon"
Beckwith who scored twice, both
on short bursts. Jim Sikes, Jim
Long, and George Shoemaker
added scores as well, with
Shoemaker also picking up an
extra kick to make the final score
22-6.
Scoring in rugby is somewhat
different from football in that a
"try" or touchdown counts as

™E CLEMSON RUGBY Club, shown here
in last weekend's victory over the Atlanta
Renegades, have compiled a 2-1 record for the

four points, with extra kicks
counting for two points.
The difference in the game, for
the Tigers was the play of the
forwards, but the defensive play
of the Clemson backs also played
a major role in the win, as they
continually cut off Atlanta
scoring efforts: The Clemson
strategy going into the game was
to keep the ball in forward play as
much of the time as possible, and
the Tigers were quite successful
in accomplishing that objective.
This coming Sunday at 2
o'clock here at the rugby field the
Clemson ruggers take on the
Atlanta Rugby Club in a return
match. Two weeks ago in Atlanta
the Tigers sustained their only
loss of the season at the hands of
the Atlanta Club, and hope to
avenge that defeat in this
weekend's upcoming contest.
Clemson should be back at full
strength for the game, so it
should prove to be another exciting rugby match.

semester, and will seek their third win whei
host a rematch with the Atlanta Rugby Cl
Sunday. (Photo by Bruening)

Cagers easily manage to escape ACC cellar
By JIM LUCAS
Coach Tates Locke's battered
Clemson Tigers released the
frustrations of a disastrous
weekend in Charlotte with a
convincing 86-61 rout of hapless
Wake Forest in Littlejohn
Coliseum Wednesday night for
the Tigers' second ACC win and
their tenth victory on the season.
The Tigers, now 10-11, have
equaled last year's victory total,
and still have an outside chance
at a winning season. If the Tigers
can take Virginia at Charlottesville, win the return match
with Wake at Winston-Salem, and
beat Duke here at Clemson, their
record would be 13-12; the last
time a Clemson team finished
above .500 for the regular season
was in 1967, when the Tigers,
under Bobby Roberts, finished
with a 17-8 mark.

The win over Wake was, by all
standards, convincing. The
margin of victory, 25 points, was
the highest this season; the
Tigers whipped Wake by a
greater margin than they did
Presbyterian or Stetson. Clemson
overwhelmed Wake on the
boards, pulling down 48 rebounds
to Wake's 29. The Tigers outshot
the Deacs, hitting 48.6 per cent of
their field goal attempts to
Wake's 35.8 per cent, and hitting
81.8 per cent of their free throw
attempts to Wake's 76.5 per cent.
The Clemson chapter of the
American Junior College Alumni
Association, Jive Brown and Jeff
Reisinger, had another outstanding night against Wake.
Jive, in his third start of the
season, finished with 16 points,
and did an outstanding defensive
job on Wake's high-scoring Tony

Byers, holding Byers to 18 points.
Reisinger, in one of his best board
games of the season, collected a
game-high 16 rebounds, as well
as 11 points. Van Gregg had
another good shooting night,
leading all scorers with 23 points.
The game opened with some of
Gregg's long-range artillery, two
20-foot bombs, to put the Tigers 4up before Wake's Byers hit a 15footer with 18:20 left in the half.
After three quick fouls on the
Tigers, Jive Brown hit an 18-foot
jumper and Reisinger canned a
layup to put the Tigers on top, 8-.
Wake struck back with two
jumpers by Mike Parrish to pull
back within two, 8-6, and Gregg
and Byers traded 18-foot jumpers
to make it 10-8 with 13:38 left in
the half. The Tigers began to
stretch their margin midway
through the half as Gregg hit a 20-

foot jumper, completed the threepoint play, and followed with an
18-foot jumper to put the Tigers
ahead, 17-10. Clemson outscored
Wake 4-2 over the next three
minutes; when Wake coach Carl
Tacy called time with 7:27 left in
the half, the Deacs were behind,
21-14. The closest Wake would
manage to get after that was four
points, 26-22, with 3:16 left in the
half. Clemson reeled off six
straight points after that, on a
beautiful ten-foot turnaround by
Angel, two free throws by Martin^
and a 20-foot downtowner by
Gregg, to lead at the half by ten,
32-22.
Throughout the second half, the
Tigers steadily pulled away from
Wake. During the first ten
minutes of the second half,
Clemson and Wake matched
scoring, 22-22, with a ten-point

margin holding steady,
54-44,
stead
with 10:34 remaining. TThe action
men
then slowed down cons
considerably,
at least as regards scoring; from
the 9:22 mark until 6:46
remaining, neither team scored.
With six minutes left, Clemson
began to make its move. During
the next five minutes, the Tigers
outscored the Deacs, 19-7, behind
layups by Brown, Suit and
Reisinger, to take a commanding
lead at 82-57 with 1:01 left to play.
Two layups by Browning completed Clemson's scroing, and the
Tigers coasted to their tenth win,
86-61.
Van Gregg led all scorers with
23, followed by Jive Brown with
16, Jeff Reisinger with 11, Bud
Martin and Dave Angel with 10
each. Mike Browning with six,
(continued on page 15)
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|Sports Shorts
Intramurals
Intramural basketball opened
its fourth season this past
Monday, beginning with play in
the Fraternity League. The
upper-classmen will begin their
season on Monday, February 19,
while the teams in the Freshman
and Graduate-Professor Leagues
will get under way on Sunday,
February 25th. The girls' competition will begin on the
following night, Monday, the
26th. It is hoped that the new gym
facilities will be near completion
by that time.
A new intramural activity was
added to the department's
agenda for this year, and has
already been completed. Calvin
Riddle took top honors in the new
Free Throw Shooting Contest by
hitting on 85 of 100 free throws.
Robert Tucker was runner up to
Riddle in the contest.

Fencing
The Clemson fencing team ran
into trouble last weekend as they
hosted Atlantic Coast Conference
teams Duke and North Carolina
in a tri-school meet held here at
Fike Recreation Center. The
team's record for the season
dipped to 2-4 as they dropped both
contests.
Duke brought a team to
Clemson which was far more
experienced than the Tigers, and
the experience paid off as the
Blue Devils easily handed
Clemson a 23-4 defeat. Duke
dominated both the Sabre and
Foil Divisions, winning both by 90 scores. In the Epee Division,
probably Clemson's strongest
field, the Tigers fared somewhat
better, though Duke still
managed to win a 5-4 decision.
Dave Purnell, the Clemson team
captain, was the only Tiger
fencer to win a match, as he
defeated his competitor 2-1.
The North Carolina contest was
almost identical to the Duke
match, with Clemson losing by a
22-5 margin. The Tigers' only real
success once again came in the
Epee Division, where they lost by
only one point. Purnell again took
his match 2-1, to give him a
winning 4-2 mark for the
weekend. Just as Duke had done,
the Tar Heels shut out Clemson's
fencers in the Sabre Division, but
this time the Tigers at least
managed to break through in the
Foil competition, with freshman
fencer Gombert pulling out one
point, as Duke took that division
8-1.
The Clemson fencers face stiff
conference opposition again this
weekend at Raliegh, N.C.,
meeting North Carolina State in a
single match on Friday, and then
fencing against the Virginia and
Maryland teams on Saturday.

Football
Richard Lynn of Augusta, Ga.,
and Malcolm Marler, a native of
Gardendale, Alabama, became
the 19th and 20th announced
signees in ink football grant-inaids with Clemson University.
Lynn, a 6-1, 185-pound running
back from Augusta's Lucy Laney
High School, was an allconference for coach David
Dupree the last three seasons.
Selected as the most valuable
back on his prep team both his
junior and senior years, Lynn
rushed for over 2,200 yards in
three seasons.
The highly touted running back
holds the school record for most
yards rushing in a single game
(279 yards) and has lead Lucy
Laney to a three year record of 24
wins and only six losses. Four of
those defeats came in 1970, when
Lynn was a sophomore, as Lucy
Laney ended the season with a 5-4
mark.
Marler, a 5-9, 170-pound
receiver, was a three sport letter

JV's victorious over Davidson

winner at Gardendale High
School, where his grid coach was
Dennis Love.
An all-county, All-Metro, and
all-state selection in high school,
the speedy receiver caught a
total of 48 passes this past season
for 846 yards and nine touchdowns.
In addition, Marler has picked
off a total of 22 enemy passes in
his prep career seeing action as a
defensive back.
Of the 20 signees to ink with
Clemson, nine hail from South
Carolina, five are from Florida,
and three are from North
Carolina. Also, the Tigers have
announced the signing of one
each from Alabama, Georgia,
and New Jersey.

Track
Coach P. Wee Greenfield's
Clemson track team is making
preparations for its first indoor
duel meet of the 1973 season, with
that coming against Atlantic
Coast Conference foe North
Carolina on Saturday, February
17th, at Chapel Hill.
The Tigers, 0-2 on the season,
have participated in but one
triangular meet this year, that
against Southeastern Conference
opponents Auburn and Georgia,
but have traveled as far north as
the Philadelphia Track Classic
and as far south as the United
States
Track
&
Field
Federation's meet in Montgomery, Alabama this past
weekend.
Coach Greenfield's runners
seem to be coming around into
top form for the meet with the
Tar Heels and the ACC championships February 25th, at
College Park, Maryland.
Senior sprinter Wayne Jenkins
and freshman high jumper Ed
Fern both placed their names in
the school record books for their
performance in the Montgomery
Classic, which had 37 collegiate
entrants.
Jenkins, a native of Westville,
N.J., erased John Dunkelburg's
mark of 1:12.5 in the 600-yard
indoor run with a time of 1:12.3.
Dunkelburg's record was set
back in 1959 in the ACC championships.
In addition, Fern, from
Piscataway, N.J., entered the
meet this past weekend as coholder of the school record in the
high jump with a mark of six feetseven inches. He and sophomore
Fred Zeiher set that record in the
meet with Auburn and Georgia.
But the highly touted Fern went
an inch higher and set a new
school record with a jump of six
feet-eight inches.
Just around the corner,
following the UNC meet, is the
conference meet, where the
Tigers will be hoping to improve
on their third place finish a year
ago, behind champion Maryland
and North Carolina.

By KERRY CAPPS
The Clemson junior varsity
basketball team came off a
needed week's layoff Wednesday
night, and unleashed their nearly
flawless basketball machine on
the Davidson Jayvees with no
less than spectacular results. The
Cubs, who had defeated Davidson
early in the season by a nine point
margin, 76-67, wasted no time in
turning what was expected to be
a close contest into an easy rout.
Davidson entered the game
coming off a slim victory over the
Furman junior varsity, a team
which the Cubs had convincingly
defeated twice this year, the
second time by a 75 point margin.
That comparison turned out to be
a realistic indication of what was
to come.
The Clemson team came out
hot, scoring the first points of the
game, and then building up a 1510 advantage with five minutes
elapsed in the first half. From
that point the Cubs reeled off ten
unanswered
points,
until
Davidson hit on a technical foul
shot after the Clemson bench
uttered something unacceptable
in the direction of the official, for
the second time in the game.
Minutes later it was Clemson's
turn to go to the foul line after the
Davidson bench was called with a
technical, but Bruce Harman
missed for the Cubs.
The Jayvees continued to pour
it on, and with 3:40 remaining in
the half David Dobson hit a layup
to give the Tiger Jayvees their
biggest lead of the half, 47-21.
Davidson turnovers, primarily
traveling violations and bad
passes, played a big part in
Clemson's early success, as the
Cubs were on the offensive most
of the time during the first part of
the game.
With about four minutes
remaining in the first half,
however, the full court press
defense which Davidson employed intermitently throughout
the game began to affect the
Clemson team, forcing a number
of Cub turnovers. Aided by these
mistakes, Davidson outscored
Clemson 11-2 before the half
ended, to cut the lead from 26 to
17 points, with the score 49-32.
As the second period got underway, Clemson was able to
overcome the Wildcat press, and
once again started to build up
their lead. Clemson held on to a
twenty point advantage through
the first few minutes of the nan.
Starting at the 13 minute mark
Clemson began to pull even
farther away outscoring the
Wildcats 26-5 during a six minute
period to go up by 45 with seven
minutes left in the game, 98-53.
The Wildcats then undertook a
comeback effort which proved to
be too late, but they did manage
to score six consecutive points,
before Scott Connate hit a tenfooter with 5:37 remaining. This
pushed the Cubs past the 100point mark for the fourth time

1 Hen
2 Ducks

3 Squawking Geese
4 Lymeric Oysters
:. .
5 Corpulent Porpoises
Along With Some

New Yamaha Guitars
AND STILL THE CHEAPEST RECORDS IN TOWN
AND BEST SELECTION OF TAPES

BARNETT'S MUSIC CENTER

this year.
Coach Hill then began to
substitute freely using a lineup
consisting of Al Adams, Randy
Miller, John Williams, Joe
Cooley, and one of the original
starters. Even with the substitutions the Cubs continued to
outscore Davidson, finally
winning by a 120-81 score. The 120
points that the Jayvees scored
equaled the season's high set in
•the second game against Furman.
All five Clemson starters
scored at least 20 points in the
game, with Scott Connate leading
the way with 26, followed by Tim
Capehart with 21, and Bruce

Harman, David Dobson, and
Marty Patterson with twenty
each.
Connate also lead the Cubs in
rebounding with 19, followed by
Patterson's 12.
The Cubs outshot the Wildcats
from the floor 56.9 per cent to 44.8
per cent, and outscored them 3821 from the free throw line.
The Clemson Jayvees' next
action will come on February 23
and 24, when they participate in
the Patriot Invitational in
Augusta, Georgia. The teams'
next and last home appearance
will come February 28, when they
meet Duke.

Tigers escape cellar
(continued from page 14)
Terrell Suit and Rick Hunt with
four each, and Wayne Croft with
two; Ron DiPasquale played but
did not score. Tony Byers led
Wake with 18 points, followed by
Lee Foye with 13 and Mike
Parrish with 10. Jeff Reisinger
led both teams in rebounding
with 16 recoveries; Dave Angel
and Wake's Pat Kelly had seven

rebounds for their respective
squads.
The Tigers meet ninth-ranked
Maryland next in a regionallytelevised Saturday afternoon
encounter at College Park, then
face Virginia at Charlottesville
and Wake at Winston-Salem
before concluding the 1972-73
regular season against Duke at
Little John Coliseum.

MOTORCYCLE, AUTO, RENTER'S, LIFE, AND
ALL OTHER FORMS OF INSURANCE

See a Pro

/

I

YOUR Independent'
, Insurancem AGENT J

MELVIN TAYLOR
V"
CLEMSON INSURANCE AGENCY
106 N. CLEMSON AVE. — BEHIND CAPRI'S
654-1448
f"

The
Bicycle
Gallery

THE 10-SPEED
CYCLING CENTER
FOR THE PIEDMONT
Raleigh, Gitane, Bianchi,
Legnano, Motobecane,
Fuji

227 East St. John
Spartanburg, S. C.
29302
For on campus information
Call Dan McConaushy
656-7067 ■ F-308 Johnstone Hall

Why wait for tomoirow?
If you think the Seminary Is a {dace of study and meditation,
you're right. But there is so much more.
As a Paulist you became involved from the start.
We were founded with the belief that each man has a place.
Each man has a job. Sometimes, many fobs. And each contributes his own unique talents and is given the freedom
and the support he needs to achieve Ms goals.
The Paulist is a man on the move. ISs mission is to people,
particularly the people of North America. The issues and
problems we face today--injustice, poverty, peace, warmust be the concern of the Church.
Wherever the Paulist student serves the Christ Jan Community—in a pariah or an inner
city school, a youth center
or a campus, or in communications, he is concerned.
Involved. Right now.
When you commit yourself
to the Paulists, it isn't a
someday thing. It's today.
For more information write:
Father Donald C. Campbell,
N Room 102.

Paulist Fathers.
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019
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Newspapermen duel over tariff back in 1832
By CECELIA WHITTEN
Back in the days when dueling
was neither uncommon nor
illegal, there occurred a duel in
upper South Carolina. Many oldtime residents remember the
story behind it, but most
newcomers are totally unaware
that anything of the sort ever
occurred here. It all started with
an editorial in a newspaper, and
it all ended in the cemetery of the
Old Stone Church near Clemson
late one August night.
The Old Stone Church, between
Clemson and Pendleton, is wellknown in the state for the graves
of many men important in the
early history of the area. Most of
these men were given very
elaborate markers to show that
they had been important. One
man who was not given the same
treatment was Truner Bynum.
He was killed in a duel with
Benjamin F. Perry in 1832. Perry
was a strong Unionist and
destined to become provisional
governor of South Carolina after
the War between the States.
In the late 1820's, there
developed a large-scale controversy in South Carolina between what were commonly
called the Unionists and the
Nullifiers. Both sides were opposed to the "tariff of
abominations" of 1828, a
protective tariff on manufactured goods coming into the
United States from England. The
tariff was intended to protect
Northern woolen manufacturers
by reducing the amount of
woolens coming in from England.
Southerners believed that as a
result of the tariff, Americans
would
buy
American
manufactured goods rather than
paying the tariff on the English
goods. Since Americans were
buying fewer English goods, the
English also tended to buy fewer

American goods. For the most
part, the English generally
bought Southern cotton and other
agricultural products. Thus,
Southerners felt that a consequence of the tariff was that the
English bought fewer Southern
products, endangering their
cotton market and lowering the
cotton prices. Although both the
Unionists and the Nullifiers
disliked the tariff, they differed
in their ideas on how to handle the
tariff.
The Nullifiers, led by John C.
Calhoun, believed that it was the
state's right to judge whether or
not a bill or law was constitutional. If the state judged it
unconstitutional, it also had the
right to declare the law null and
void within that state. If the
federal government refused to
accept that nullification, they
believed it was also the state's
right to secede from the government. It was accordingly the
opinion of the Nullifiers that the
tariff of 1828 should be nullified
because it was injurious to the
welfare of South Carolina.
Although they disliked the
tariff as much as the Nullifiers,
the Unionists believed that the
right to declare a law null and
void belonged only to the
Supreme Court. They also
wanted very much to remain part
of the Union.
Benjamin Perry, the editor of
the Greenville Mountaineer, was
a staunch Unionist and became
known as "the leading Unionist
editor outside Charleston."
According to David D. Wallace in
the History of South Carolina,
Perry's Mountaineer became the
"greatest obstacle to the spread
of nullification in the upcountry."
Since the up-country was not so
dependent on the exportation of
agricultural goods as the lowcountry, nullification sentiment

was slower to spread in the upcountry.
Perry was quite ardent in his
campaign to keep South Carolina
in the Union. Several times, while
he was editor of the Mountaineer,
he got into a heated argument on
states' rights and nullification
which ended in his challenging an
opponent in order to satisfy his
honor. However, the matters
were finally settled without the
occurrence of any violence.
Several of Perry's arguments
were
conducted
through
editorials in his and other
newspapers. One especially
violent one was carried on with
the editor of the Pendleton
Messenger, a deadly rival of
the Mountaineer. Most of Perry's
conflicts were carried on with an
overabundance of harsh words
and violent actions. However,
they usually ended without any
permanent physical injuries to
either party.
However, in the case of Turner
Bynum, it was not to be that way.
In 1832, the Nullifiers realized
that Perry had great influence
over the people in the Greenville
District. In an effort to sway
people to their side, they persuaded young Turner Bynum to
go to Greenville to establish and
be the editor of the Southern
Sentinel,
a
nullification
newspaper. Bynum was only
twenty-five years old when he
went to Greenville and had
recently dropped out of South
Carolina College at Columbia to
venture into newspaper work. It
was agreed by all that he had a
promising future ahead of him.
He was most interested in
nullification and had in fact
considered
starting
a
nullification journal in Montgomery, Alabama. In the short
months between June and
August, relations between Perry

and Bynum were rather friendly.
But on August 4, Bynum printed
an editorial in the Southern
Sentinel which accused Perry of
being a submissionist in relation
to a recent compromise tariff. He
also questioned the truth of a
statement
concerning
the
reduction of the tariff and warned
his readers to be leery of Perry's
statements.
Perry was infuriated and
immediately challenged Bynum
to a duel. The duel was to take
place early on August 16 on an
island in the Tugaloo River near
Hatton's Ford, Georgia, not far
from Pendleton.
When the morning of the duel
arrived, Perry and Bynum, with
their seconds, met on the island
at about eight o'clock. Two of
Bynum's shots went astray, and
although Perry's shot did strike
Bynum, he had no idea that the
shot had done him any real
harm. Several days later, Perry
received word that Bynum had
died the next night after the duel.
He was buried at the Old Stone
Church. R. W. Simpson, author of
the History of Old Pendleton
District (1913), describes the
burial:
There had been a heavy
rain, the streams were
swollen, and much difficulty
was experienced by those in
charge of the body, and they
did not reach the grave-yard
until about midnight, at
which gloomy hour the
mortal remains of this
brilliant young man were
lowered into a grave half
filled with water. The two
pine poles cut to place across
the grave upon which to rest
the body, after burial were
stuck in the ground, the one
at the head and the other at
"the foot of the grave to mark
the same. These two pine

poles grew and became large
pine trees, standing as faithful sentinels to keep watch
over the sacred spot.
The trees remained as markers
for Bynum's grave -until about
1905. when a vandal cut them
down. But even today, there is a
remnant, a stump at the foot of
the grave. And that is all that
remains except an unusually
plain gravestone.
It seems unfair that so
promising a young man should
suffer such anonymity when only
the tiniest twist of fate might
have afforded him a future even
more noteworthy than that of his
opponent. His tombstone gives
him not even the privilege of
birth. It says simply:
Turner Bynum
Died
Aug. 17,1832
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STUDENTS LIVE AND STUDY IN COMFORT AT

Deauville Townhouse Apartments
Now Renting for Summer and August Occupancy

Accommodations for 4 Students
AIR CONDITIONING
WALL TO WALL CARPET
PRIVATE PATIO
COIN LAUNDRY
AMPLE PARKING
AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHER
STOVE
SOUND CONDITIONING
REFRIGERATOR
CLUBHOUSE AND
RECREATION AREA
MASTER TV ANTENNA
SWIMMING POOL
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1 35 PER MONTH
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ASK ABOUT OUR LOWER
SEMESTER PLAN

Five Minutes from Campus
a c. M to

Central

CLEMSON REALTY
COMPANY
Call 654-5750 and talk to us
about Off-Campus Housing
Other Apartments and Houses Available
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